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I am; most grateful for having been invited. to present the

Division E address. When I received the invitation, I was most pleased,
/

puzzled, and then anxious. What could'I possibly have to say at a meet.-

ing of educational researchers?' This resulted in intensive introspection

and other assorted cognitive activities which forced me to become aware

of a series of paradoxes in my professional life, which Imust share

,with you for they have become both the basis and the context for my dis-

cussion of the cla8sroom as a planned environment.

1

The -first paradox involves,my own role identification. I have

been trained and have functioned as a clinical psychologist Torcabout 2:

years. I have even served in the august role.as,OCrector of a clinical

psychology training program. I have just completed a new edition of an

abnormal psychology textbook. Yet in spite of these unimpeachable cre-'

dentials for dealing with pathology and deviance, within the past sev-

eral years I have found myselfrtraining "participant-observers" in nice

normal classrooms. I am a Member of the Universitk Policy Board develop-
.

ing competency-based teacher education. I am developing a resource center

primarily, for teachers. Graduate students who are working witli -me are

doing research on procedures for' training teachersand

mehtary school classrooms. I am working on,a book on'education. Have

I'swftched fields?, Not at all. I continually reiterate that I am still

training'Clinical psychologists (the graduate, students who are working in

the school context have their work approved as Clinical internships). Yet

I realized that I am looked upon as a bit strange by my clinical colleagUes.
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There-are other paradoxes. My past work and model identifi-

/.
cation has been with behavior modification-rtlie slogan of our times.

Yet
.

in the last few, year have been working with my ;wife and-a group

of other teachers who identify their approach tothe classroom, un-

ashamedly and unabashedly, as"open education." As a participant-obierver

in the history of behavior modification for many years, I have been

taping interviews with most of.the major influencers in this field.

More recently I have been taping interviews Witli influencers in the

field of progressive education for whom behatior modification is ahathemi,

' and they let me know that in-no uncertain terms. Colleagues give'me

quizzical looks as I indicate that my studies involve a linkage of be-
.,

hayior modification and open education(

Another.paradox evolves around a label. When asked, hat lAbgi

I was attaching to my_current endeavors (because 'everything in.oUr society

needs a label), I picked the term "environmental design." Response to

this term included complaints that the term was already used by archi-
0

.

tects or those working with "human factors" or, eyen that the School of

.

Home Econcolia gV Cornell had recently changed its name to School of

Environmental De4gn and thus was dealing with HOme Economibs? One
.

repeated accusation is that I am trying to relabel.behavior modification'

into a more acceptable and vague term and sneak it back in. "Come out

. ;

from behind that new facade of respectability; we know you, you behavior

modificer!"

A fourth paradox involves part of the title of this Division

4 .
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of Couhseling and Human Development. It is the term "human" that I

would focus on A myth has grown that behaviorism and 'human con-
,

. cern and human involvement or humanism are antithical. An admirable

al
paper by Cail Thoresen pn Behavior/Humanism does much to dispel this

Ayth and4et also does one thing which pe etuates the myth. Carl
/

; points out the humanistic emphasis which m nysbehayior modifie.rs identify

-

with:

"Several reasons explain why behavior-oriented professionals

See themselves this way. First of all, they focus on wild% the indi-

vidual person does in the presentilife and not on who he is.in terms of

vague ,social,labels or obscure descriptions. Secondly, they emphasize

human iroblems as,primarily learning situations where the person is

beeneas capable of changing. Thirdly, they examine how environments

can be altered to reduce and prevent human problems, and, they use scien-

tific procedures to improve techniques for helping individuals."

( rnoresen, 1972, Pg. 387)

Yet, unfortunately, Carl uses the slogan of "behavioral

humanism" to tonnote a bringing together of these two apparently dis-

parate approckes. My own biased view is that the term is redundant - -a

behavioreist cannot' approach human behavior except in a "humanistic way."

I've run into this paradcw? earlier when'the title of a pre-
.

sentation that I gave in the early 6Q's, "The TherapistAs A Social

2
r%,

Reinforcement Machine" (Krasner; 1962.) was picked up as ,8%."'mechanistic",

'simplistic ", and "fascistic" example of behavior modification at work.

s

*
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The classroom as a planned environment'

I

-

In the'cOntext of these four paradoxeS, I would like to dis-

.

cuss the concept of the classroom as a planned environment. The title

-

of this paper is a slogan, aslogan around which I have been'increa-
.

singly organizing my o'rn theoretical,'research, and training interests.

As a slOgan it has as much, or as little, Meaning as other organizing,

slogans such as behavior modification, open education, progressive ed-

ucation, humanism, cogni 'ye psychology; and a multitude of other SRIlar
/r

slogans: Another slogan which have been finding myself using increas-

ingly is that of'environmental design hich refers to the training of

indiViduals who will help design classrooms (planned environments, a

good circular definition. Throughout this paper we will be utilizing the

two slogans virtually interchangeably.

0
The purpose of this paper is td present a theoretical'model of

the classroom, to put the model in historicalperspective, to discuss re-
.

4

search relevant to the model, to discuss the implications of the model

for subsequent application, and finally, in what I Consider of most im
al, -

portance, he implications of training profession/ in the fields of psy-
,

.

chology and education such as teachers, counselors, clinical, and school
.

e. .

.
.

psychologists, and researcherS to work within the model and to influence

subsequent'directions of.the educational process.

The'model is not new it views the classroom as a total en-

vironment planned by the teacher.with advice and suggestions from stu- e

dents, parents, researchers, school administration,and guided by mandated
4 .

"
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IMplicit in such a concept are: a theory of human

individuals and society, a philosophy of education,

of training, and a research rationale. But, a gen-
.

, .

the model tells.veryliale because all models de-

rend on a theory of human nature, a philosophy of education, with goals

specified or implicit as to what is desirable individual and societal

bepavior. Rather than get hung'up on a definition, I,yould like to de-

scribe the classroom as a "planned environment-" in terms of,the influences

on and of the model, its background, and its consequences. T am emphasit-

ing a total package rather thin a specific isolated recipe, in a cookbook.

v.
Primarily I will be describing an approach in its early stages and sug-

gestions and ideqs are-very welcome.

_Historical streams

First of all, our model must be placed within a historical
.

context. A historical analysis is not intended as a demonstration of

schOlarly skill but is, itself, an integral part of a theoretical model.

A major part of the theory, of environmental design is that historical

antecedents, paradigms, beliefs, and/or myths are major influences on the
1

current bphavior Of the investigator, We will refer today to several of

these streams of influence..

The behavioralstream A

-.& . .

The first of these streams we will call the behavioral. It
---- i

,

is placed first only because it is the one with which I am personally most'

familiar. Some years ago, in writing an Anntial ,Revi4w article'on behavior

therapy, I contended that at that,roint in the early 197.0's, "behavior

N

ti
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therapy" or,lehavior modification" represented an 'Uneasy alliance

between investigators in psychology, psychiatry, and education and

that it was an .outgrowth of the confluence of fifteen ehrlier streams

01' influence within those fields (Krasner1971). Thus the behavioral

stream itself is highly complex.'
:,- .

,

r--Ajnong the early influencers was Edward L. Thorndike. It is of
.

interest to note that Thorndike had never even heard e word "psychology"

'until he took 'asrequired course in, it in 1893 at Wesleyan. He was also
.0

influenced by taking a course with William James at Harvard in 1897
.

'when..he switched from literature to psychology as his major, a,switch

Similar to one later made by Skinner, but unlikely in current times. Out

*
Of his doctoral dissertation came the law of effect. 'Much of Thorndike's

subsequent work influenced both, the behavioral stream in psychology and ,

the applications of psychology in.the.classroom. His studies on learning

produced considerable material useful for theories' of instruction in his
I .4.

Principles of Teaching (1906).. He 'offered illustrations 9n the topics of

attention, reasoning, feeling, and moral training. . He also dealt with the a

design and choice of teaching materials. The organization of instruction,

the ways of adjusting to individual'differences in the classrooA and

.mett4dologyjudging student progress- -were all involved. Cremin (1961)

summarizes Thorndike's influences by indicating that, "..no aspect of

public-school teaching during the first quarter of the"twentieth century .

remained unaffected by'his influence.

"Ultimately, Thorndike's goal was a comprehensive science of
P

pedagogy in which all education could be based. His faith in quantified
0

O
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methods was unbourded, and he was quoted ad nauseam to the effectthat

everything that exists exists in quantity and can be_ measured. Begin-

ning with the notion that the

' by science, he came slowly to

be scientifically determined"

I have started with

methods of education could be vastly improved

the conviction that the aims, too, might well

(Cremin, 1961, Pg..114).

Thorridike rather ti an with more current be-

havioral influencers such as Skinner to emphasize chat t e relationship

between psychological theories of behavior and the classroo

not,new or restricted to recent times. With only slight
/aphrasing;

Thorpdike's linkage of learning and instructional theory to the planned

environment of the classroom would still apply today. The more,current

"behavioral" influences can be traced to Skinner and to other investiga-
-,,

tors working with Operant methodology and, those influenced by it (O'Leary

\.
and O'Leary '1972) .7

certainly

.any of the developments in edUcation involving the classroom

I
in the lalt decade have been influenced by this behavioral stream such

f i . 1

1 , , .

as the teaching machine programmed learning, computer-assisted instruction,

I r.
the concept of behavioral objectives, behavior modification in the classroom,

. token econamy,,competencybased teacher education, concepts of accountability,

peer teaching,. and microteaChing. Are all of these part of "environmental

design in the classroom?" They cart be and as such the teacher must be

skillful in the,use of these techniques and concepts, but,by no means do
*

these behavioral influenced developments exhaust the desired training

,repertoire of the planner of classroom environments.

P hapa the most important of the behavioral techniques in'<their

ao .Th a,. "

is

, .

.
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implications for environmental design are operant conditioning, modeling,

.

and the application of reinforcement and training principles 4n the form

of token economies. This latter procedure, token economy, as eventually

applied in classrooms and hospitals derives from the behavior modification

streamsof operant conditioning and utopian planning (Atthmke and Krasner,

1968; Ayllon and Atrin, 1965; Krasner and Krasner, 1973; Skinner, 1948).

Progressive stream

A second stream of influence on the concept of the classroom as

a pldnned environment 2s that of American "progressive" education.

.Cremin's (1961) classic book on, "The Transformation of the School" traces

the influente of progressivism in American education. Cremin offered as

four elements in progressive education the following:

"First, itmeant broadening the program and function of the school

to include direct concern for health,' vocation, andt4!2uality Tf family.
Ohl

' and community life:

"Sedond, it meant applyingin the classroom the pedagogical prin

siples derived from new scientific research in psyholcigy and the social

sciences.

"Thira, it meant tailoring instruction more and more to the dif-

ferent kinds.and classes of children who were being brought within the pur-

itriew of the school.

.

"Finally; Progressivisism ,implied-the radical faith that culture

could be democ4tiied without, being vulgarized, the faith that everyone

could'share not only in the benefits of the new sciences but in the pursuit

. of the arts as well" (Cremin,,1961,.Pg.,...Vii, ix).
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All four of these elements have fed into and influenced the

environmental design approach.

Dewey's contributions are legion both in terms of his influence

and the misattributions. One could bite here some of Dewey's notions of

School asa community, training for democratic living, and the teacher as

a social change agent (Dewey, 19 16). One-of the best and subtlest pf

4 statements of thlieilosophy of the classroom as a planned environment

is the, following statement:from Dewey (Dworkin, 1959, Pg. 24). "The'

teacher'is not in the school to impose certain ideas or to form certain habits

. .

'in the child, but is there as a member of the community to select the influ-

I

ences
.

whidh shall affect the childand to assist him-in properly responding to

these influences."'

Another important'stream'in the development of environmental design

concelits, a stream influenced by the earlier'Progressive movement but also6/It
having some independ/influences, particula2?ly in some,aspects

,
of- -British

primary,education, is tliat of open educatibn. Krasner and Krasner (1973)

, -

offer aconceptual linkage between the concept of eduCationqand planned
.

. .

,-
environments such aa

I
token economies. Iii the open classroom the teacher .

uses her experience and i ngenuity in planning or designing 25 individual

`environments. In our training program we have deliberately selected the

,open classroom as being the Most usefill.kind of environment in which stu:

dents can observe and apply environmental design'principles. The "open"

approach is inprocess of development and people in training Can both

observe a process and influence it. Further, open education as a process

closely links the notion of desirability of achieving valued social, behavior

as well as competency'andskill with the notion of designing of the learning

.1
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environment to achieve these valued objectives.' More and more the

teacher realizes that he or she must talk in terms of goals and purposes

4
for every design or feature that is put into the environment.. Put

another way, the'teach er carries;out a "functional analysis of,behavior

in planning a classroom environment.

"EnlriAhmental" stream

,
. Another stream leading to environmental design.deri/es from

environmental psychology (Craik, 1973; Proshansky, et al., 1970; Moos
q /".

and Insel, 1974; Sommer, 1969) and ecological'psycholdgy (Barker, 1968).

Although not synonymous, both of these fields are ;concerned with the in-

J

..
.

fluence of physicai.settings on behavior. As Roger Barker putslit, "We

'found, in short, that we could predict, some aspects of children's behavior

more adequately from knowledge of the behavpr characteristics of the drug-,

stores, arithmetic, classes, and basketball gales hey inhabited than from ,

knowledge of the behavior tendencies of particular childrenr'" (Barker, 1968, .p4.)

The systematic application of architectura)1 design to. affect behavior

also falls within this stream, and it is interesting to note the recent'
,

usage of the term " environmental design" as a proposed improvement on the

term "architecture."

The training of the environmental designer

A major element in the training of environmental designers is

the exposure to a number of streams of influence which are relevant to the

activities in which designers will be engaged professionally (Krasner and

Hutchison, 1974). As a sampleof these areas) we offer the following list

of topics covered in our ongoing and evolving seminar on "environmental.
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fr-

sign , for both unaergraduate pstcholo$y majors and_uaduate doctoral
7./

e --. , ,
. t

students, vla readings, discussips, and presentations by Visitdrs;

N , :
-

. A ,' , - ' , :-

,

environmental design ap an extension of behavior modifi9aticin;`the

room as a planned environment; researches both 1141,environmental *design
__ . ,

- ...

.a.nd a behavior influeneg;- the, token economy as a planned environment;

. . 4

''._

t.-. 1 1 '. . .

economic pilEnciples 17 influences in the Cliiitoom, the mental hospital

and in society; the architectural arrangement of space as an influence on

4

4.

behavior,;'the social role of behavior- change agent;the occupational career

of environmental designer; social and ethical implications of environmental

4psign; the consequences of dethography on planning environments; the design,

and function of community mental health centers; pl,nned societies, utopias

or people designing their own environments; social and behavioral change in -

China; and,civil liberties, social justice, and other worthy goals of eh-
mo. .. ._ ' . . .

0 yironmehtal design.. :,

Admittedly-this is a broad range of topics and material, yet

de feel that these are it a start in the direction of considering:what

variablesmust'be cionsidEtred in training professional environmental de-
.

.

signers. Our aim is to, develdp-a.general'approach to training people in-

.Volved in designing environment's'that can be utilized in any social. setting,

be it a school, a hospital, a community center, or a home, iathbugh thus far

'

we have been focusing.upon the classroom.

Procedures

4
This section describes some of the procedurewhich have been'

developing within t he environmental design program, none of whi0 are new

iriand of themselves. &Aver, each is a'product of the environmental

. .

k
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design mod 1. Training in these procedures consists of developing them

rather tha just learn ng a fixed technique. Therefore they are not tb

be seen aimpp as end-p °duets to.be imitated (although. hey may be use-
..

ful in the Foper cont t), but as illustrations of how.the theory is

.

translated 4nto pract .- The students in the seminar are serving as
,

pavticipan*bserve in open classrooms in a local school system. Their

Z
,

task i.6 to.observe/ ow the teacher plans his.or.her environment inc'uding

'. . ..

how the pa ti cipant-observer is used.,..

The participant-observer role (P-*;

d
.

The role of participant observer was d'aValoped as a means of
-.

training silents in the concepts arid,applications of enViroamental de-

sign,foroUr purposes. This role is central-in the development of <Strategy

for research and training. It was developed to fulfill a number of goals:Qk

(a) to tesj the'model of undergraduate-level Consultants'in environmental

design; 616 to develop a role in which person can function as observer

,1

in a nat complex environment; (c) to apply theory in changibg the

naturalae vironment and observing the consequences of those changes; (d)

Iv
to train those who control the environment - -in ihi-d case teaChers -

applying rinciples of behavior to the design of the environment; to,train

students to do this, training, ,application, and observation., -

1

I

iThe Participant-observer role was chosen rather than the more

traditio al observer role for,several reasons. In making changes in the
,

environm 0, the person is alway4.va_participant, an infltencer; in many

environmen p a participant is less obtrusive than an observer; by parti-

-4-.

cipating, the person has more access to informatiop from the environment

.#
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f / / ,
..

and its other participants; a partt.cipant,tan engage ill activ4ti e$ that

.S

. / .:." , -
,

reinforce the teacher (in this instance) such as hdlptng; and finally,,

. , ..
,, ..

it represents a sharp movement .away from the myth or %tie ekistance of
, ,, ,, ,

4 /SA'."objective" value-free observers. . .

/ /, / , .
, ,

, The participant -obierVers are advancea psychology majorp'en
/ -

! / ,
. . . - y

rolled for a year in a seminar in environmentat design. The theory,,and
..... /,,_.

.....

practical problems are discussed in the ,Weekly seitiinar meetings;, and the
, .' --If- -'-. - - i ' '.

students participant as P-O's in elementary OlasSro6rs (arl-more recentor ly
, ,'t .,

r . ,

- in mental hospit%al ward) one morning per week., ,-Qpen:classrooms from a
/ s ,... _ -

. .

local school district were selected for the initial prOga,M as
1

examples
, - *L-

.

/ "S \ .
., 1,2

of planned environments. The process of contacts with prospectiVe co--
k. , \

',' .

operating teachers and principles was 11V.lized,inthe training program as
%, \ , ...

. .

illustrative of the problems.And Opportunities inherent in such I,contacts.: -,, . ..

..1 :-*--.\-,.
4: C. (-1. .

`The actual 12ole ibeilati;prs \of the P-0 ' s were\ not, well,defined
: !: : e-, ,- .':, <

; .

.)-' / , - \ ..=. ..A

, .beforeliand, either to the ,teachers or -,b .141k studentt. his provided a
.:--./:-.. , t -.

I ,. . ,,.. . .y,./ , I .

prOcefss by which
,

teachers and P-6'.i could d clop the role and provided, N. '
. I ... 1 r -, -,-- i ..,,,,,\

, \ -*

f7iekibility across diverse ?,lasSroom sitiiii:iOns:-. This lack pf 'definition
, . , - II . ; 1 ' .

: . ', N\ , \-\/ $ - t

resulted in more creature and; iiseful-7roles than cool d' -have been plazuked
. , $ , -

* '. t' ,, I . N. '44

..', 1-*:, . ' . --

I, : ./ i g, , 7 '..1. .beforehande ' -',

, .. /2- .
; ' ...1 .,

; J1/4-,::: il ,.,
t-,,,It

1 .
'.4,\ . N ,

,,,,,
.. ,0' .

...

''...-:;,'s 7' "i"' , i ,,,ta,
" .., ) -- ''...: . '-' . A i 7 Ihitially ,most- .P -b' ',s'generally. circulated tni:ough

..
tie room ,.. .,

V/....' ..!-'4 ,,,11'..--- ..f % 4 i !
41

0
\

.. .''... 7" :t ..,,,: Dpiliprng xndividuals and.,Oneal groups,iitith assignments and projects.
.:,-, '" ''--...i' ti ',$ i

1

. ._ , .. /
..--- ,

. , -- --,;:.:t-..,:-.,-;.
,,.:, . 0 ,.4--Latei. onx many develop mam..less'one, organize areas o the room; 4nc1

a 4.1+ ;.; , ; . 4':i
\,, , f..

`, 'At- - .-- ,...-f

.1. 41. c : .- ... it . -i '.b,.ing in. mate4als from tbeout1/2side. As they beconie ,morer-farniliar with.
'--, . -f?-1: 1. .' i ,

1 i,-7. } ,N. -. , s,
e - .t1.7: ..- t % 1 k 44,1A , 4 ,

.-. a. ?..thq environment a d as theeminazi. material exerts its inflUence, their
...it:-... 11; I s 1 l':',1'. '''',, .f;, r...; VZ ' . ,* 1 ,, i ''

: s .., to
:

, 1.71 t .i.-!, 1 1 '; , i Iik

evelopt i
..- ......- . 4,

..... r

,.'

.;., .., ...,

''....itt:;Vf?:.` i 4. t''; 1 t
.1 ' , ..,

1 *i' f ,,, .'t

.. '.1.; 1 ; "p-: k /`4 1 _t ;. 1 it:
:i .1 t;
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/
In setting up the Origina/i's ol program, Avay was needed

to get input from the ,students about'the Clagerooms and activities,
-

and to-help them' systematize their expe fences. The method chosen was the
/

use of journals in which .ach P-O was req red to record observations and

comments from his day:1n schoOl immediately following that period. The

recording was-to be dOne after'rather than ,during the session in keeping

with the,l!ole 4:iattiCipan't-Observer rather than observer.

,_,.;./..

4s.with -qiroles,of P.O and trainer, we left unstructured the

, ./'",

content:t0 be recorded, which resulted in a wide variety of styles. Based

on the journaleof the P-O's in the first year, we took the useful types

'of obseivatIons made, added other categories from theory, and arrived at

"Aauide_to Observation in the Classroom 'math 38 different observations
...'

binder categories such as Explicit and Implicit Rules, 1..eargOd Roles,and

'their Consequences, Physical-Materials, And so on. The P-0',s are, of

course, not expected to observe all the categories every week, but they

are to generally let the list guide what they record(therefore.tending

to guide what they observeX.

Both P-O's and trainers keep journals'which are available to

each other'as an efficient way to transmit info Cation and feedback.

The diaries are also a useful resource foreorientation of new participant-
,

observers to the, classrooms they will be entering, and a ready source for,

gathering data. For example;, a project involved the application of

Flanagan's critical incidence technique utilizing the .journals as source

material in order to dete'mine desirable P.O1 behalkt.

1



The human behavior lab
A -

A third-gradel'teacher in an open wing wanted td train pu-

pils in her claisroom to be effective observers and to improve social

-15-

interaction skills. She suggested that a Human Behavior Lab be es-
_

tablished in the wing (Krasner, Ford; Harpin, and Krasner, l975). A

graduate student working with the trainer for the school developed the
_

structure of the weekly sessions. They broke the subject area into ,

topics and used materials based on their on creativity, on behavior

influence techniques on the group dynamics literature, on open education

principles, and on materials from similar projects. The initial lab

began with children who volunteered for the project.

The particular skill areas covered include self-observation,

observation of others in the group, in the classroom, outside the class-

room,-and at home;. teaching a mini-lesson to other children in their

class; and finally taking over the teaching of the next group of children

in the lab. The children welie taught to observe behavior as well as its

consequences, especially in sOcial interaction situations. Specific de-
,

vices and techniques used include mirrors and tape recorders for self-.

observation; self-monitoring, modeling, role-playing, social reinforce-

ment, and games (revived or invented).to illustrate points (e.g., "gossip"

to illustrate distortion in giving and receiving intimation).

The effect on the behavior of the four children in the group

and-en the other children in the class was assessed by questionnaires

to the teachers and parents and taped interviews with the Children. Out-

comes achieved with-Ws group of children inbluded improved, social skills
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and group,functioning for,all the children, improved status of at least

child within the classroom, skill in beaching other,

an'Imderstanding of "psychology."

one law-sta

children,

This Iniman behavior lab represents a translation of en-

vironmental design principles to the training of young children to ob-
,

serve and influence their own environment. In effect, the labis a

prbtotype of the entire prograM demonstrating that even quite y6ung

children can learn to, design their own environments so as to elicit

(
positive responses from adults and peers.

Animal behavior lab'

One of the teachers in a fifth grade class always kept a

number' of animals in the classroom, and her adeft;'cage-building added

to the attraction of the animal;for the children. At the time a human

behavior lab was being considered for another claSs in the same wing,

--. -
she saw an animal behavior AL logical complement. She,laggan the

ab-

planning with an
,
experienced P-0 who had background doing animal experi-

mentation and access to equipment qomthe university.

The lab had a number of relatively sophisticated goals.

P ,
The maTp etphas2s was on observing how learning occurs in animals and

the relation of this kind Of learqng to human situations. The children

/earned how the edpirical methods of science work in real-situations,

and throu.1.gh experience learned the importance of planning designs, con-

trollingtrolling extraneous variables, and drawing careful iriferenceS. With

repeated experimentation,.the pupils learned 'the full range of behavioral

terms and .how thy apply in milny situationS. One student, after hearing

1
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the leader ,explain the concept of relative value of reinforcement in

terms(of delay and magnitude of reward, clarified it by saying, "You

see, the rat decides which is the better deal." -

k After an initial explanation of the problem to be

studied,`he leader worked with the children to determine a reasonable

strategy for running the experiment. The students quickly became pro-

ficient at setting up apparatus, delivering reinforcements, operating

Guillotine doors, and keeping tithe, and they cautioned each other about

disturbing the, experiment with noise and movement.

The experiments completed have included standard rat ex-

periments such as discrimination ldarning with T-mazes and jumping

stands, and a "self-control" analog study. During the twice-weekly

-.,sessions which were open to volunteers from this class and to others

in the wing, the participants learned to look, at behavior in a way that

may provide a model, albeit a " behavioral"'one0 , which may serve them as

.explanation for problems they will-encounter in their experience.

_Children asianing,their own classrooms

When changes are indicated in the design of a classroom, it

is a temptation, even to environmental designers,
0

to impleffient changeb

themselves, using the best of environmental dtsign principles. In one

case this urge was resisted with excellent results. The P-0 in a sixth

grade classroom, under the influence of seminar readings and. a semester of

observation, suggested to the teacher the possibility of changes from the

one-desk-per-student plan in order to encourage movement and usage of

-interest centers. The teacher icouraged the idea, having heard in a

"
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.

class on open education-that open classrooms should have less than one

desk per student.

In a trainihg,team meeting, the P -0 brought up the problem

and the suggestion was made to have the children set up an experiment

1

including data-taking. In'the classroom, most of, the children agreed to
t

set up the study. Those not interested were accommodated by allowing them

to keep their own desks. Immediately there was mucll greater movement in

the room which increased the demand on the interest centers. -Extending

the process to the next step, the teacher suggested that the children

AO
provide input toward redesigning the interest centers._

A. The P-0 and several of the students began moving things in one

interest center. Soon manyChildren in the class were participativg in

1
1

major redesigning of the area. Other areas were attacked with creative

and increasinglt sophisticated vigor, almost completely child-initiated,

and experimentation in dlAssroom designing became a way of life. The children,

the teacher, and other visiting teachers were all to pleased by the outcome,

undoubtedly more than if they had planned many of the chang s themselves.

eOWnThe children learned by,practice to design their environ-

ments. By careful observation and even some data-taking, they were able, to see

the influence-of.the physical environment on their, own behavior. By having the

responsibility of Planing,,they learned wayS of behaviors affecting theii en-

vironment that should be useful tO them in their future.

Implications

The most important implication of these procedures is that they

are a process of training people to conceptualize the environment in which
.

5

J
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.
they are working in sua a way they can apply thegeneral principles of

environmentalOesign. Succinctly stated', some of these principles in-

elude: Cr 6

(a) a hypothesizqd model of human behavior which sees the

.1

locus of influence in the environment and not in a hypothesized entity

within the individual;

(b) an individual learns by observing and by doing;
Nn

(c) behavior followed by a rewarding event is likely to be

repeated;

'(d) any situa'ion can be analyzed so that the planner can set

up specific behavioral goals that are socially desirable, taking into con-

sideration both social and individual, needs and derives;

(e) the sources of social influence are wide and complex,

but analyzable;

nnt
(f) tec.niquei should not be developed in isolation but only

-. 1

in the context of learning environments with which the individual designer'

is dealing. The broader influences on behavioi such as social roles and

the impact of institutional rituals and restraint must be considered;,
4

(g) the eofessional influencer is part of the influence

process itself. As such, he must be aware of and, to the extent possible,

in control of the influences on him.

s,*

A major point which derives from the social psychological or

social learning model is thht the goal of helping individuals is to enable

them 40 learn how to control, influence, or design their ;own environment.

4
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Implicit in this iil'a.valueijuderent:that.individual freedaids a de-

sirable goal and the more an individual is bble to aff*ct his%env.iron-
' v.

pent, the_greateros his freedoth. It should be,plear at this point that

what we mean by "environment" is both the people and physical objects in

one's life.
4

.

In dealing with people, we are involved in an influence

prpcess that is ubiquitous and not limited,to curing or,helping"unfori-,
,

.
a

. . ,

tunates" (Krasner and 'dim ]973):
,.

By thiss model, eveiNne
.

.
, -: ,1

in designing environment' eke individual who seeks helib jhe0
- 1 - .:'

lyed'

heap

the researcher, the schoolteacher, tAe parent, the student. The azestion

which intrigues us, how to train the environmental designer,:coUld be

interpreted' to mean, W.ror do you train people tr1;),41:1Fe: in.our-soci:etyl"

The reader can and should Contribute to this process bydasking hii,or her-
i

o

self, "what kind of a world do Iwant to live in and what,can I db'to help

influence society at lea/A a bit in that direction?"

.91

We will conclude with the goals of our program which usually.
% . .

,
....

should have come'fir,S,t, but we love paradoxes.. The goals themseves are \,

an integral part of the influence process. In tra2hing peopleito approach

the classroom as a planned environment, as environmental designers, our
.

goals are as follows:

(1) To influence professionals-in a variety of current fields

such as clinical psychology, counseling psychology, school mrdhology;

guidance, education,, social workl,and psychiatry, and related'fields.suph as

architecture, law, and economics so that these people view their-role as social

change agents working within a broad social learning environment, theoretical,

.

and philosophic framework. Put in somewhat different terms, we want to train
A
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people to influence their clients as-(Walden Two) Fraziers 4their o

'Another slogan would be, "Every person his aWn Erazief." T knoW. that
.41

many people and institutions'have wrestled witg thesproblem, whether there

. ,

should be separate programs td specifically train behavpr modifiers, be-_

havior analysts, or environmental designdrs &feeling is against this.\\, preferri
.

'1

primaily to influence the ideas and techniques of those trained in nice
,

"traditionalr social roles.

: I

(2) Toinfluence the development of the social learning model into
, , ,.

tie logical extension of social and environmental planning and training for

4

4'
more equitable societies. The concept of the classroom as a planned en-

l . .:
vironment\links what happens in the classi"oom (the attitudes, beliefs, and

(

behaviors. which are being shaped) with.the outside world and with the kind of

Community the childr.en will.then, themselves, develop and shape. That this
y

goal is optimistic as well as Consistent with theorists such as Dewey and .

Skinner, we have indicated earlier.

(3) To influence the directiOh of research on the classroom so

that there is greater awareness and desirability, of the linkage of research.

`and social implications of the research. The impact. of the participant-

observer researcher on the outcome, the intricate interweaving of research

. and ethids of research --all these are topics of current concern and involve-

ment and growing sensitivity,toimplications. The point is that we should no

longer conceive of research-on the classroom, or for that matter, on any other

aspect of human behavior as a.separate profe sional function- -the role of the .1

scientist as objective and unbiased, divorced from the battle is no longer

viable.
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(4) To influence the development of community centers

analogpus in many ways to the growthof teacher centers. am not

referring to coMmunity- mental health centers. If I made anything

clear, I would hope it 16 that the model of the classroom as a planned

environment eschews the health-illness dichotomy of the pathology model.

Rather, the community center would represent a community linkage between the

activities of the environmental designer and the.5.ndividuals in the community

whom he or she will influence such as phrents, teachers, and individuals with

a widevariety of social, economic, and personal concerns.

(5) It should certainly be clear that many professional in-

dividuals shar.e these goals. I would hope for Considerable interaction and

sharing of ideas among these people. This does not call for new kinds of

professional organizations-°-there are enough of those already--but rather

the development of informal networks via correspondence, newsletters, and

-

informal, mini-workshops, the growth of teacher and community.centers, and
-

particularly contacts between those of.diverse backgroun$ but woking within

the tame model with siMiIaigoals.

I will conclude, with a final historical perspective. Even ttough

we cited a lOng history that feeds into the concept of the classrdom as a

planned'environment, We must begin to think in long range terms. We are not

at the culmination of a historical process but only/at the .very beginning.

ae
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